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I. BACKGROUND 

 
“PENSION” BENEFITS FOR NON-SERVICE-CONNECTED DISABILITIES: 
 
Improved Pension / Special Monthly Pension (“SMP”):  
 
 The Special Monthly Pension is a disability benefits program available to 
compensate veterans for non-service-connected disabilities. Like the VA compensation 
program, the pension program is based upon disability. However, unlike the VA 
compensation program, the pension program is also based on income and need, and the 
veteran’s disability must be total and permanent (but need not be “service-connected”). 
The VA “improved pension” provides a “Special Monthly Pension” (“SMP”) to veterans or 
their widow(er)s.  
 
 There are three (3) types of SMP: (1) the basic pension, (2) “Housebound” benefits, 
and (3) “Aid and Attendance” benefits.  
 

1. PENSION. 
 
 The pension is a tax-free, monthly monetary benefit paid to veterans (or eligible 
surviving spouses1) who have limited or no income. A veteran cannot receive both a 
pension and service-related compensation simultaneously; if the veteran is eligible under 
both programs, the VA will pay whichever of the two benefits is the greater amount.2 
 
 According to the Department of Veterans Affairs website, pension is a monthly 
benefit paid to financially needy wartime veterans. To be eligible for a pension, the 
veteran must be: 

 
• Age 65 or older, OR 
• Totally and permanently disabled, OR 
• A patient in a nursing home for long-term care because of a disability, OR 

 
 

 
1 38 U.S.C. §1541. 
2 www.benefits.va.gov/Benefits/benefits-summary/SummaryofVAPensionBenefits.pdf. 
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• Receiving Social Security Disability Insurance, OR 
• Receiving Supplemental Security Income.3  

 
“Pension” is defined in the United States Code as “a monthly or other periodic payment 
made by the Secretary to a veteran because of service, age, or non-service-connected 
disability, or to a surviving spouse or child of a veteran because of the non-service-
connected death of a veteran.”4  
 
Qualified Veterans 
 
 To qualify for pension benefits, the veteran must be discharged under other than 
dishonorable conditions; must have wartime service (in general, for those entering military 
service before September 7, 1980, consisting of at least 90 days of active service, one day 
of which was during a wartime period); must have limited or no income; must meet net 
worth limitations; and must be age 65 or older, or be permanently and totally disabled.5  
 
 A person is considered “permanently and totally disabled” if the person is any one 
of the following: 
 

(1)  A patient in a nursing home for long-term care because of disability. 
(2) Disabled, as determined by the Commissioner of Social Security for 

purposes of any benefits administered by the Commissioner. 
(3) Unemployable as a result of disability reasonably certain to continue 

throughout the life of the person. 
(4) Suffering from-- 

(A) any disability which is sufficient to render it impossible for the 
average person to follow a substantially gainful occupation, but 
only if it is reasonably certain that such disability will continue 
throughout the life of the person; or 

(B) any disease or disorder determined by the Secretary to be of 
such a nature or extent as to justify a determination that 
persons suffering therefrom are permanently and totally 
disabled.6 

 
“MAPR” (Maximum Annual Pension Rate) 
 
 Once pension eligibility is established, the monthly pension amount is calculated as 
the difference between the veteran’s countable family income and the annual pension limit 
(the MAPR), payable in monthly installments.7 
 

 
3 www.benefits.va.gov/pension/eligibility/. 
4 38 U.S.C. §101(15). 
5 www.benefits.va.gov/Pension/vetpen.asp. 
6 38 U.S.C. §1502(a). 
7 http://www.benefits.va.gov/pension/pencalc.asp. 
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 In addition to the basic pension, more severely disabled veterans may also qualify 
for Aid and Attendance or Housebound benefits. Aid and Attendance and Housebound 
benefits are not available to those who are not eligible for the pension. Although Aid and 
Attendance and Housebound benefits are available in addition to the basic pension, a 
veteran cannot receive both Aid and Attendance and Housebound benefits concurrently. 
 

2. HOUSEBOUND BENEFITS. 
 
 Housebound benefits are paid in addition to the monthly pension for a veteran  (or 
eligible surviving spouse8) who qualifies for the pension and who: 
 

(1)  has a total permanent disability and, as a result, is permanently and 
substantially confined to his/her premises; or 

 
(2) has a total permanent disability plus another disability or disabilities 

that are 60% or more disabling.9  
 
 The requirement of being “permanently housebound” is met where the veteran is 
“substantially confined to his or her dwelling and the immediate premises or, if 
institutionalized, to the ward or clinical area, and it is reasonably certain that the disability 
or disabilities and resultant confinement will continue throughout his or her lifetime.”10 
 
 Once housebound eligibility is established, the monthly pension amount is 
calculated as the difference between the veteran’s countable family income and the annual 
pension limit (the MAPR), which limit is increased above the regular pension rate for those 
eligible for housebound benefits, payable in monthly installments.11    
 

3. AID AND ATTENDANCE BENEFITS. 
 
 Aid and Attendance ("A&A") is a benefit that is paid in addition to the monthly 
pension. A&A is available to a veteran (or eligible surviving spouse12) who qualifies for the 
pension and who:  
 

(1)  is bedridden, or  
(2)  requires the aid of another person to perform activities of daily living, 

or 
(3)  is a nursing home resident, as a result of mental or physical 

incapacity, or 
(4)  is blind or nearly blind in both eyes. 13  
 

 
8 38 U.S.C. §1541. 
9 38 C.F.R. §3.351(d). 
10 38 U.S.C. §1502(c). 
11 http://www.benefits.va.gov/pension/current_rates_veteran_pen.asp. 
12 38 U.S.C. §1541. 
13 38 C.F.R. §3.351(c), §3.352. 
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 A person is considered in need of regular aid and attendance if the person is “(1) a 
patient in a nursing home or (2) blind, or so nearly blind or significantly disabled as to 
need or require the regular aid and attendance of another person.”14 
  

Once A&A eligibility is established, the monthly pension amount is calculated as the 
difference between the veteran’s countable family income and the annual pension limit 
(the MAPR), which limit is increased above the regular pension and housebound rates for 
those eligible for A&A benefits, payable in monthly installments.15   
 

II. THE 2018 AMENDMENTS TO THE VA REGULATIONS 
 
 Until 2018, there was no transfer penalty associated with gifts to third parties. 
Therefore, VA planning to accelerate pension eligibility was a relatively simple matter. If a 
VA claimant made a transfer to a person outside the claimant’s household, and 
relinquished all rights of ownership and control, the claimant’s net worth would be reduced 
by the amount of that transfer.16  
 

On September 18, 2018, the Department of Veterans Affairs (“DVA”) revised the 
federal regulations that govern eligibility for VA pensions. Among other things, those 
regulations established new requirements for the evaluation of net worth and asset 
transfers.17  

 
Key changes, planning techniques and takeaways are outlined below. 

 
1. Net Worth (Assets and Income) 
 
 Prior to the 2018 amendments, a veteran’s net worth, or the net value of the assets 
of the veteran and his/her dependents, was considered by the VA in its eligibility 
determination. However, there was no specified resource limit identified; instead, to meet 
resource eligibility, net worth could not be “excessive.”18 Under the old regulations, “[n]o 
specific dollar amount can be designated as excessive net worth. What constitutes 
excessive net worth is a question of fact for resolution after considering the facts and 
circumstances in each case.” Thus, for example, if the claimant was older, the VA would 
consider that claimant to require a smaller “net worth” to meet his or her needs; amounts 
above that amount would be considered “excessive,” and would result in ineligibility.19 

  
Under the 2018 amendments, net worth is a set dollar amount. The net worth limit 

as of December 1, 2019, is $129,094. In the future, the net worth limit will increase by the 
same percentage as Social Security cost-of-living increases.20  

 
14 38 U.S.C. §1502(b). 
15 http://www.benefits.va.gov/pension/current_rates_veteran_pen.asp. 
16 38 C.F.R. §3.276. 
17 83 Fed. Reg. 47246, 47261 (Sept. 18, 2018). 
18 https://benefits.va.gov/BENEFITS/benefits-summary/SummaryofVAPensionBenefits.pdf. 
19 Id. 
20 https://www.va.gov/pension/veterans-pension-rates/. 
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It is important to note that VA considers net worth as “the sum of a claimant’s or 

beneficiary’s assets and annual income.”21 
 
The CFRs provide the following example of the calculation of a VA claimant’s “net 

worth”: 
 

Example of net worth calculation. For purposes of this example, presume 
the net worth limit is $123,600. A claimant’s assets total $117,000 and 
annual income is $9,000. Therefore, adding the claimant’s annual income 
to assets produces net worth of $126,000. This amount exceeds the net 
worth limit.22  

 
a.  Income; Reducing Income through UMEs; Caregiver Agreements 
 

Income for VA Purposes (“IVAP”) consists of all of the claimant’s income, less 
allowable exclusions (among those exclusions is the claimant’s allowable medical expenses 
in excess of 5 percent of the applicable maximum annual pension rate (MAPR)).23 
Reducing income reduces net worth, and increasing UMEs is the best way to reduce 
income.24 In addition, because the actual payment of the medical expenses will reduce the 
claimant’s assets, medical expenses affect the net worth calculation in two ways.25 

 
The amended rules now also specifically enumerate the medical expenses that meet 

the definition of “medically necessary,” as follows: 
 

(1)  Payments to a health care provider; 
(2)  Medications, medical supplies, medical equipment, and medical food, 

vitamins, and supplements;  
(3)  Adaptive equipment, including service animals and their veterinary care; 
(4)  Transportation expenses;  
(5)  Health insurance premiums; 
(6)  Smoking cessation products; and 
(7)  Institutional forms of care and in-home care.26 

 
“Institutional forms of care” are defined in the regulations as follows: 
 

Institutional forms of care and in-home care....   
(1)  Hospitals, nursing homes, medical foster homes, and inpatient 

treatment centers. Payments to hospitals, nursing homes, medical 
foster homes, and inpatient treatment centers (including inpatient 

 
21 38 C.F.R. §3.274. 
22 38 C.F.R. §3.274(b)(4). 
23 38 C.F.R. §3.272. 
24 Barnes, Eric B., Veteran’s Pension Planning Under the New 2018 Regulations (NAELANews March 2019). 
25 McIntyre, K., October 18, 2019 Changes to VA Regulations (Veterans Information Services, Inc. 2018). 
26 38 C.F.R. §3.278(c). 
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treatment centers for drug or alcohol addiction), including the cost 
of meals and lodging charged by such facilities, are medical 
expenses. 

(2)  In-home care.27 Payments for assistance with ADLs and IADLs by 
an in-home attendant are medical expenses as long as the 
attendant provides the disabled individual with health care or 
custodial care. Payments must be commensurate with the number 
of hours that the provider attends to the disabled person. The 
attendant must be a health care provider unless— 
(i)  The disabled individual needs A&A or is housebound; or 
(ii)  A physician, physician assistant, certified nurse practitioner, 

or clinical nurse specialist states in writing that, due to a 
physical, mental, developmental, or cognitive disorder, the 
individual requires the health care or custodial care that the 
in-home attendant provides. 

(3)  Care facilities other than nursing homes28.  
(i)  Care in a facility may be provided by the facility, contracted 

by the facility, obtained from a third-party provider, or 
provided by family or friends. 

(ii)  Payments for health care provided by a health care provider 
are medical expenses. 

(iii)  The provider does not need to be a health care provider, 
and payments for assistance with ADLs and IADLs are 
medical expenses, if the disabled individual is receiving 
health care or custodial care in the facility and— 
(A)  The disabled individual needs A&A or is housebound; 

or 
(B)  A physician, physician assistant, certified nurse 

practitioner, or clinical nurse specialist states in 
writing that, due to a physical, mental, 
developmental, or cognitive disorder, the individual 
needs to be in a protected environment. 

(iv)  Payments for meals and lodging (and other facility expenses 
not directly related to health care or custodial care) are 
medical expenses if: 
(A)  The facility provides or contracts for health care or 

custodial care for the disabled individual; or 

 
27 Pursuant to this section, experts opine that “[t]his language makes it clear that any in-home attendant 

who provides health care or custodial care, licensed or not, can be the service provider of all ADLs and 
IADLs and have the cost thereof be considered a medical expense so long as [these] criteria are met. If the 

attendant is not licensed, the client need only obtain the requisite statement from a healthcare professional 
or be rated for housebound or aid and attendance.” Barnes, Eric B., Veteran’s Pension Planning Under the 

New 2018 Regulations (NAELANews March 2019). 
28 Id. 
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(B)  A physician, physician assistant, certified nurse 
practitioner, or clinical nurse specialist states in 
writing that the individual must reside in the facility 
(or a similar facility) to separately contract with a 
third-party provider to receive health care or custodial 
care or to receive (paid or unpaid) health care or 
custodial care from family or friends. 

 
Thus, these new regulations allow a claimant to reduce IVAP by utilizing the UME 
regulations as follows: 
 

• First, obtain a thorough assessment of the applicant’s care needs 
using medical and nonmedical professionals and services. Service 
providers will do assessments for prospective patients, and if necessary, 
you can use the services of a geriatric care professional. 
• Second, obtain good medical statements from authorized health 

care professionals recommending the care in accordance with the 
standards listed above. If you are contracting with a company for 
services, those recommendations will be provided by the company. If the 
services are being rendered by non-licensed providers or family, you will 
need a statement from a “physician, physician assistant, psychologist, 
chiropractor, registered nurse, [or] physical or occupational therapist” or 
similar type professional. 
• Third, contract for the recommended services and supply that 

contract and your medical evidence as part of the application. If services 
are being provided by non-licensed caregivers, it will be important to 
create caregiver agreements to document those services and the 
compensation that will be paid. The caregiver agreement should make use 
of the nomenclature of the VA regulations, such as their version of ADLs 
ad IADLs.29 

 
2. The Lookback Period; the Transfer Penalty 
 
 There is now a lookback period of 36 months, in which the VA will “look back” at all 
non-exempt transfers of “covered assets” for less than fair market value. This does not 
include transfers made prior to October 18, 2018. The 36-month period begins on the date 
of the VA pension application; transfers for less than fair market value will result in a VA 
pension ineligibility period of up to five (5) years.  
 
 The transfer penalty only applies to transfers of “covered assets.” A “covered asset” 
is defined as an asset that (1) was part of the claimant’s net worth; and (2) if it had not 
been transferred, would have caused (or partially caused) the claimant’s net worth to 
exceed the net worth limit.30 For example, if a claimant’s net worth was $125,000 and he 

 
29 Id. 
30 38 C.F.R. §3.276(a)(2). 
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or she gifted $25,000 during the lookback period, there would be no penalty, because the 
claimant never had assets over the 2020 net worth limit of $129,094.  
 

In addition, because exempt assets such as the primary residence are not part of 
the claimant’s net worth, the transfer of the claimant’s primary residence (and other 
exempt assets) is not subject to a transfer penalty. 

 
Practice Tip:  
Transfer Non-Covered Assets into an Irrevocable Trust 
Because VA transfer penalties do not apply to the transfer of non-covered 
assets (home, car, personal effects, and assets below the net worth limit), 
transferring these assets is a recommended planning technique. This is 
because (1) it will begin the 5-year “Medicaid clock,” for future Medicaid 
eligibility purposes; and (2) it protects against future VA ineligibility, in the 
event that the claimant’s net worth increases in the future.31  

 
 The VA calculates the length of the penalty period by dividing the total covered 
asset amount transferred by the monthly penalty rate currently $2,26632 (which represents 
the MAPR for a veteran in need of Aid and Attendance with one dependent that is in effect 
as of the date of the pension claim, divided by 12, and rounded down to the nearest 
whole dollar); and rounding the quotient down to the nearest whole number. The result is 
the number of months for which VA will not pay pension benefits.33 
 
 The penalty period begins on the first day of the month that follows the date of the 
transfer; if there was more than one transfer, the penalty period will begin on the first day 
of the month that follows the date of the last transfer. The claimant, if otherwise qualified, 
will be entitled to benefits effective the last day of the last month of the penalty period, 
with a payment date as of the first day of the following month. 34 
 

The regulations provide the following example of a penalty period calculation: 
 

Example of penalty period calculation. VA receives a pension claim in 
November 2018. The claimant’s net worth is equal to the net worth limit. 
However, the claimant transferred covered assets totaling $10,000 on 
August 20, 2018, and September 23, 2018. Therefore, the total covered 
asset amount is $10,000, and the penalty period begins on October 1, 
2018. Assume the MAPR for a veteran in need of aid and attendance with 
one dependent in effect in November 2018 is $24,000. The monthly 
penalty rate is $2,000. The penalty period is $10,000/$2,000 per month = 
5 months. The fifth month of the penalty period is February 2019. The 
claimant may be entitled to pension effective February 28, 2019, with a 

 
31 Barnes, Eric B., Veteran’s Pension Planning Under the New 2018 Regulations (NAELANews March 2019). 
32 https://www.va.gov/pension/veterans-pension-rates/. 
33 38 C.F.R. §3.276(e). 
34 Id. 
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payment date of March 1, 2019, if other entitlement requirements are 
met. 35 

 
3. “Curing” Gifts: Partial or complete returns 
 
 Gifting that occurs during the lookback period can be cured, or partially cured, by a 
partial or complete return of the gift(s). If the claimant returns some or all of the gift(s) 
before the date of the claim or within 60 days of the date of notice from the VA of the 
penalty, the VA will recalculate the penalty period. The claimant must provide the VA with 
notice of the return of assets within 90 days of the VA penalty notice. 
 
4. Annuities 
 
 Prior to the 2018 amendments, a claimant could use an annuity to convert an asset 
into an income stream, and thereby reduce net worth to qualify for pension benefits. This 
is no longer a viable option. If the annuity cannot be liquidated, the new rules consider the 
purchase of an annuity to be a transfer for less than fair market value, and the monthly 
payments will be counted toward the claimant’s income. If the annuity can be liquidated, it 
will not be considered a transfer for less than fair market value, but it will be counted 
toward net worth.36 
 
5. IRAs 
 
 IRAs are countable as assets for the VA pension: 
 

Once the principal in an IRA is accessible without penalty, it would count 
as an asset that would be reduced with any distributions, and any 
distributions from that account would count as income.37   

 
6. Jointly Held Assets 
 
 Adding a non-spouse joint account owner to a claimant’s accounts is no longer 
considered a viable method to decrease the claimant’s assets.38 
 
 Adding a non-spouse joint account owner to a claimant’s accounts will be 
considered a gift, and the VA will consider the percentage of the account owned by the 
claimant will be countable.39  
 
 

 
35 Id. 
36 38 C.F.R. §3.276(a)(5); American Council on Aging, VA Look Back & Net Income Rules for Aid & 
Attendance, Housebound and Basic Eligibility (October 11, 2019), www.medicaidplanningassistance.org. 
37 38 C.F.R. §3.263(b); 83 Fed. Reg. 47246, 47261 (Sept. 18, 2018). 
38 McIntyre, K., October 18, 2019 Changes to VA Regulations (Veterans Information Services, Inc. 2018). 
39 Murphy, J. and Peterson, V., New VA Benefit Rules: Determining Eligibility, Valuation of Assets, Look-Back 

Periods, Transfer Rules, Penalties (Strafford Mar. 19, 2019). 
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7. Irrevocable Trusts 
 
 Irrevocable trusts are a recommended vehicle to hold transferred assets, to protect 
those assets from abuse/misuse and to protect them in case they are needed in the 
future.40 Trust assets cannot be used for the claimants benefit.  
 

Because transfers to a trust will be considered a transfer for less than fair market 
value, and will be subject to the 3 year lookback period, this is a viable advance planning 
strategy if a claimant is able to wait to apply after the lookback period has ended.41  
 
8. Special Needs Trusts; Trust for Benefit of Disabled Child  
 

a. Third-Party SNT:   
 

Assets may be transferred to a trust established for a child of the veteran whom the 
VA has rated as incapable of self-support as of the age of 18, as long as “there is no 
circumstance under which distributions from the trust can be used to benefit the veteran, 
the veteran’s spouse, or the veteran’s surviving spouse.”42 Although comments to the 
proposed regulations had requested that this provision be expanded to children who 
become disabled after the age of 18, the final regulations were not expanded.43  
 

b. Self-Settled (d)(4)(A) SNT:  
 

The VA declined to conform its revised regulations to 42 U.S.C. 1396p(d)(4)(A) and 
(C) under the SSI law, and expressly stated that “the statute does not apply to VA.”44 
Thus, because assets transferred to a trust are countable if the trust assets may be used 
for the claimants benefit (even if only for the claimant’s “special needs”), a self-settled 
special needs trust would be countable. 

 
Practice Tip:  
Transfer Assets to Trust for a Disabled Child 
Transfers to a trust for the benefit of a child of the veteran whom the VA has 
rated as incapable of self-support as of the age of 18 are exempt. As long as 
the child became disabled before the age of 18, and distributions cannot 
benefit the veteran or spouse, a 3rd party SNT will be exempt, for purposes 
of VA and Medicaid eligibility.45  

 
9. Revocable Trust  
 

 
40 Barnes, Eric B., Veteran’s Pension Planning Under the New 2018 Regulations (NAELANews March 2019). 
41 38 C.F.R. §3.276(a)(5). 
42 38 C.F.R. §3.276(d). 
43 83 Fed. Reg. 47246, 47261 (Sept. 18, 2018). 
44 Id. 
45 Barnes, Eric B., Veteran’s Pension Planning Under the New 2018 Regulations (NAELANews March 2019). 
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 Because assets in a revocable trust are considered part of the claimant’s net worth, 
this is not a viable VA pension planning technique. 
 
10. Purchase of a Life Estate   
 
  Although the purchase of a life estate is not specifically addressed in the 
regulations, a life estate is countable for purposes of the net worth calculation, unless 
excluded as the veteran’s dwelling. Therefore, if the claimant purchases a life estate in the 
child’s home, and declares that home to be the claimant’s primary residence, practitioners 
believe that it will be excluded under the regulations.46 
 
11. Caregiver Agreements 
 

As discussed above, the regulations allow claimants to reduce income by 
increasing UMEs, including in-home care. If services are being provided by non-licensed 
caregivers, caregiver agreements should be in place to document the services to be 
performed and the compensation to be paid. The caregiver agreement should utilize 
nomenclature of the VA regulations, such as the VA’s definition of ADLs ad IADLs.47 
 
12. “Half-A-Loaf” Planning 
 
 According to Eric Barnes, CELA, the amended VA regulations permit what 
Medicaid planners used to refer to as “half-a-loaf” planning: 
 

The method by which the VA assesses penalties for asset transfers takes 
us back to pre-DRA 2005 Medicaid law where penalties were assessed at 
the time of the transfer (the VA assesses the penalty as of the first month 
of the month following the transfer). Therefore, we can also use pre-DRA 
2005 planning tools such as half-a-loaf planning... [which] involves 
transferring assets while holding back enough to cover the cost of care 
until the penalty period expires.48 

 
III. VA Pension Planning Warning; Medicaid 

 
 Planning for the older disabled veteran often also involves planning for Medicaid 
eligibility. When VA pension planning and Medicaid planning intersect, keep in mind that 
the Medicaid transfer rules are very different from current VA rules. Transfers 
accomplished for purposes of establishing VA pension eligibility may have negative 
consequences to a later Medicaid application. 

 
46 Barnes, Eric B., Veteran’s Pension Planning Under the New 2018 Regulations (NAELANews March 2019) 

(citing VAOPGCPREC 15-92; 38 C.F.R. §3.275(b)). 
47 Id. 
48 Id. 


